Abstract: Strong difference families are an interesting class of discrete structures which can be used to derive relative difference families. Relative difference families are closely related to 2-designs, and have applications in constructions for many significant codes, such as optical orthogonal codes and optical orthogonal signature pattern codes. In this paper, with a careful use of cyclotomic conditions attached to strong difference families, we improve the lower bound on the asymptotic existence results of (F p ×F q , F p ×{0}, k, λ)-DFs for k ∈ {p, p + 1}. We improve Buratti's existence results for 2-(13q, 13, λ) designs and 2-(17q, 17, λ) designs, and establish the existence of seven new 2-(v, k, λ) designs for (v, k, λ)
Introduction
Throughout this paper, sets and multisets will be denoted by curly braces { } and square brackets [ ], respectively. When a set or a multiset is fixed with an ordering, we regard it as a sequence, and denote it by ( ). Every union will be understood as multiset union with multiplicities of elements preserved. A∪A∪ · · · ∪A (h times) will be denoted by hA. If A and B are multisets defined on a multiplicative group, then A · B denotes the multiset [ab : a ∈ A, b ∈ B].
For a positive integer v, we abbreviate {0, 1, . . . , v − 1} by Z v or I v , with the former indicating that a cyclic group of this order is acting.
A 2-(v, k, λ) design (also called (v, k, λ)-BIBD or balanced incomplete block design) is a pair (V, A) where V is a set of v points and A is a collection of k-subsets of X (called blocks) such that every 2-subset of X is contained in a unique block of A.
A powerful idea to obtain 2-designs is given by the use of difference families and more generally of relative difference families. This idea was implicitly used in many papers (cf. [7] ). The concept of relative difference families was initially put forward by M. Buratti in 1998 [11] , and systematically developed and discussed by many other authors hereafter (see, for example, [16, 24, 27] ). Relative difference families play an important role in the construction of optical orthogonal codes (see, for example, [8, 22, 31] ) and optical orthogonal signature pattern codes [28] .
Let (G, +) be a group of order g with a subgroup N of order n. A (G, N, k, λ) relative difference family (DF), or (g, n, k, λ)-DF over G relative to N , is a family B = [B 1 , B 2 , . . . , B r ] of k-subsets of G such that the list
[x − y : x, y ∈ B i , x = y] = λ(G \ N ), i.e., every element of G \ N appears exactly λ times in the multiset ∆B while it has no element of N . The members of B are called base blocks and the number r equals to λ(g − n)/(k(k − 1)). When G is cyclic, we say that the (g, n, k, λ)-DF is cyclic. When N = {0}, a relative difference family is simply called a difference family.
An automorphism of a 2-(v, k, λ) design D = (X, A) is a permutation on X leaving B invariant. All automorphisms of D form a group, called the full automorphism group of D and denoted by Aut(D). Any subgroup of Aut(D) is called an automorphism group of D. A 2-(v, k, λ) design admitting Z v as its automorphism group is called cyclic. A 2-(v, k, λ) design is said to be 1-rotational if it admits an automorphism consisting of one fixed point and a cycle of length v − 1. The following proposition reveals the relation between relative difference families and 2-designs (cf. [11, 13] ). 
Remark 1.2
If the (G, N, k, λ)-DF is cyclic in Proposition 1.1, and the input 2-design is cyclic in (1) (or 1-rotational in (2)), then so is the resulting 2-design.
The target of this paper is to construct relative difference families via strong difference families and to use them to construct new 2-designs. Let S = [F 1 , F 2 , . . . , F s ] be a family of multisets of size k of a group (G, +) of order g. We say that S is a (G, k, µ) strong difference family, or a (g, k, µ)-SDF over G, if the list
i.e., every element of G (0 included) appears exactly µ times in the multiset ∆S. The members of S are also called base blocks and the number s equals to µg/(k(k − 1)). Note that µ is necessarily even since the element 0 ∈ G is expressed in even ways as differences in any multiset.
M. Buratti [13] in 1999 introduced the concept of strong difference families to establish systematic constructions for relative difference families. He named his main construction as "the fundamental construction" for relative difference families in Theorem 3.1 in [13] . K. Momihara [27] developed Buratti's technique to give the following theorem. Throughout this paper we always write
for given positive integers d and m. 
• for any even λ and any prime power q ≡ 1 (mod d) with q > Q(d, k − 1);
• for any odd λ and any prime power q ≡ d + 1 (mod 2d) with q > Q(d, k − 1).
We remark that M. Buratti and A. Pasotti first presented Theorem 1.4 for the case of λ = 1 in their Theorem 5.1 in [17] . Theorem 1.4 shows that any (G, k, µ)-SDF can lead to an infinite family of (G × F q , G × {0}, k, λ)-DFs for any admissible sufficiently large prime power q. We shall prove that if the initial SDF in Theorem 1.4 has some particular patterns, then the lower bound on q can be reduced greatly (see Theorems 3.10, 3.15 and 3.18) . This enables us to obtain new 2-designs with block sizes 13 and 17 (see Theorem 3.23) .
On the other hand, we recall that, despite the fact that many authors worked on the existence of 2-(v, k, λ) designs with 6 ≤ k ≤ 9, there are still many open cases. In this paper we show that, with a careful application of cyclotomic conditions attached to a strong difference family, it is possible to establish existences of 2-(v, k, λ) designs in some open cases. We can establish the existence of 2-(v, k, λ) designs for (v, k, λ) ∈ {(694, 7, 2), (1576, 8, 1), (2025, 9, 1), (765, 9, 2), (1845, 9, 2), (459, 9, 4), (783, 9, 4)}.
Seven new 2-designs
Let q be a prime power. As usual we denote by F q the finite field of order q and by F * q its multiplicative group. If q ≡ 1 (mod e), then C e,q 0 will denote the group of nonzero eth powers of F q and once a primitive element ω of F q has been fixed, we set C e,q i = ω i · C e,q 0 for i = 0, 1, . . . , e − 1. We refer to the cosets C e,q 0 , C e,q 1 , . . . , C e,q e−1 of C e,q 0 in F * q as the cyclotomic classes of index e.
Let A be a multisubset of F * q . If each cyclotomic coset C e,q l for l ∈ I e contains exactly λ elements of A, then A is said to be a λ-transversal for these cosets. If A is a 1-transversal, A is often referred to as a representative system for the cosets of C e,q 0 in F * q .
The following lemma is a special case of "the fundamental construction" for relative difference families in Theorem 3.1 in [13] . We outline the proof for completeness.
Lemma 2.1 Let q ≡ 1 (mod e) be a prime power and d|e. Let S be a representative system for the cosets of C e,q
where D h is a λ-transversal for the cosets of C
Proof It is readily checked that
In this subsection, we shall apply Lemma 2.1 with e = q − 1 to present three new 2-designs. When e = q − 1, C e,q 0 = {1} and S = C Proof Take the (Z 63 , 7, 2)-SDF from Lemma 2.2 as the first components of base blocks of the required DF. Let (4, 3) , (15, 5) , (23, 6) , (37, 8) , (58, 1), (58, 10)}, B 2 = {(0, 0), (1, 2) , (3, 4) , (7, 6) , (13, 1) , (25, 10) , (39, 8)}, B 3 = {(0, 0), (1, 4) , (3, 7) , (11, 9) , (18, 2) , (34, 3), (47, 5)}.
Then applying Lemma 2.1 with k = 7, d = 2, q = 11, e = 10 and λ = 1, we have
, is a representative system for the cosets of C (3, 1) , (3, 16) , (8, 2) , (8, 15) , (17, 3) , (17, 14) , (23, 5) , (23, 12) },
, (19, 11) , (4, 10) , (5, 5) , (8, 14) , (12, 16 )}, B 3 = {(0, 0), (1, 16) , (2, 15) , (3, 10) , (19, 6) , (6, 3) , (11, 2) , (13, 12) , (17, 13) }.
For q = 29, let (3, 1) , (3, 28) , (8, 2) , (8, 27) , (17, 3) , (17, 26) , (23, 4) , (23, 25) }, (3, 4) , (19, 11) , (4, 15) , (5, 5) , (8, 13) , (12, 21) }, (2, 27) , (3, 25) , (19, 18) , (6, 11) , (11, 19) , (13, 10) , (17, 22) }.
Then applying Lemma 2.1 with k = 9, d = 2, e = q − 1 and λ = 4, we have
, is a 4-transversal for the cosets of C 
A 2-(v, 9, 2) design for v ∈ {765, 1845}
In this subsection, we shall apply Lemma 2.1 with e = (q − 1)/2 to present two new 2-designs. When e = (q − 1)/2, C e,q 0 = {1, −1}. (6, 6) , (7, 9) , (13, 4) , (22, 11) , (33, 15)}, (5, 8) , (11, 6) , (21, 12) , (25, 7) , (28, 9) , (36, 2), (40, 13)},
Let S be a representative system for the cosets of C 8,17 0
. Then applying Lemma 2.1 with k = 9, d = 2, q = 17, e = 8 and λ = 2, we have
Proof Take the (Z 45 , 9, 8)-SDF from Lemma 2.10 as the first components of base blocks of the required DF. Let
, (5, 21) , (6, 12) , (7, 15) , (13, 24) , (22, 4) , (33, 34)}, (5, 31) , (11, 32) , (21, 15) , (25, 9) , (28, 40) , (36, 25), (40, 35)},
Let S be a representative system for the cosets of C 20,41 0
. Then applying Lemma 2.1 with k = 9, d = 4, q = 41, e = 20 and λ = 1, we have 2, 7, 27, 30, 38, 53, 59 , 69].
Proof Take the (Z p , k, 8)-SDF from Lemma 2.15 as the first components of base blocks of the required DFs. Take p(x) = x 2 +2x+3 to be a primitive polynomial of degree 2 over F 5 . Then F 25 is the splitting field of p(x) over F 5 and, denoted by ω a root of p(x) = 0, ω is a generator of the multiplicative group of
For (p, k) = (81, 9), let
Let S be a representative system for the cosets of C 6,25 0
. Then applying Lemma 2.1 with d = 2, e = 6 and λ = 1, we have 
DFs from Paley difference multisets
If a strong difference family only contains one base block, then it is referred to as a difference multiset (cf. [13] ) or a regular difference cover (cf. [6] ).
Lemma 3.1 [13] (1) Let p be an odd prime power. Then {0} ∪ 2F ✷ p is an (F p , p, p − 1)-SDF (called Paley difference multiset of the first type). The lower bounds on q in Corollaries 3.2 and 3.3 are very huge even if p is small. For example by Corollary 3.2, there is an (F p × F q , F p × {0}, p, 1)-DF for any odd prime powers p and q with q ≡ p (mod 2(p − 1)) and q > Q(p − 1, p − 1). Take p = 13. Then Q(12, 12) = 7.94968 × 10 27 . Thus it would be meaningful to develop a new technique to reduce the bound. Actually, Paley difference multisets have good algebraic properties, but the proofs of Corollaries 3.2 and 3.3 do not make use of them.
(2)
The main results in the rest part of this paper will rely heavily on the following theorem, which characterizes existences of elements satisfying certain cyclotomic conditions in a finite field. The case of m = 3 in Theorem 3.4 was first shown by Buratti [14] . Then a proof similar to that of m = 3 allows Chang and Ji [20] , Abel and Buratti [3] , and Buratti and Pasotti [17] to generalize this result to any m. Theorem 3.4 is derived from Weil's Theorem (see [25] , Theorem 5.41) on multiplicative character sums and plays an essential role in the asymptotic existence problem for difference families (cf. [21] ).
The use of Lemma 2.1 with e = (q − 1)/4
The following lemma, which is a corollary of Lemma 2.1, gives us a simple but effective starting point to reduce the lower bound on q in Corollary 3.2. 
Lemma
where D h is a λ-transversal for the cosets of C d,q 0 in F * q . Let S be a representative system for the cosets of {1, −1,
Proof Since D h = D 13−h , h ∈ F 13 , we only need to consider the differences D h for 0 ≤ h ≤ 6. It is readily checked that w.l.o.g.,
Now we need to pick up appropriate y 1 , y 2 , y 3 in F * q such that each D h , h ∈ F 13 , is a representative system for the cosets of C 3,q 0 in F * q . We here list one possible scheme to pick up y 1 , y 2 , y 3 in the following table according to cyclotomic classes of index 3 which 1 − ξ belongs to (for instance, if 1 − ξ ∈ C 3,q 0 , then the second column of this table requires y 1 ∈ C 3,q 0 , y 2 ∈ C 3,q 1 , y 2 − y 1 ∈ C 3,q 0 , and so on). One can check that if y 1 , y 2 and y 3 satisfy the cyclotomic conditions in the following table, then each D h , h ∈ F 13 , is a representative system for the cosets of C Next it suffices to apply Theorem 3.4 to pick up the required y 1 , y 2 , y 3 step by step. First pick up any element of C 3,q 0 as y 1 . Once y 1 is fixed, by the above table (Row 3 to Row 7 in the left side) there are five cyclotomic conditions on y 2 , four of which are related with y 1 , so by Theorem 3.4, such y 2 exists for all primes q ≡ 1 (mod 12) and q > Q(3, 5) = 323433. Similarly, once y 1 and y 2 are fixed, there are nine cyclotomic conditions on y 3 , so by Theorem 3.4 again, such y 3 exists for all primes q ≡ 1 (mod 12) and q > Q(3, 9) = 9.68583 × 10 9 .
On the other hand we have checked by computer search that there exist y 1 , y 2 , y 3 in F * q for all primes q ≡ 1 (mod 12), q ≤ Q(3, 9) and q ∈ E 13 such that each D h , h ∈ F 13 , is a representative system for the cosets of C 3,q 0 in F * q (note that it is not necessary to require y 1 , y 2 , y 3 to always satisfy the above table). The interested reader may get a copy of these data from the authors. ✷ Since D h = D 17−h , h ∈ F 17 , we only need to consider the differences D h for 0 ≤ h ≤ 8. It is readily checked that w.l.o.g.,
Now we need to pick up appropriate y 1 , y 2 , y 3 , y 4 in F * q such that each D h , h ∈ F 17 , is a representative system for the cosets of C 4,q 0 in F * q . We here list one possible scheme to pick up y 1 , y 2 , y 3 , y 4 in the following table according to cyclotomic classes of index 4 which 1 − ξ belongs to. Similar arguments to those in Theorem 3.6 show that for all primes q ≡ 1 (mod 16) and q > Q(4, 13) = 3.44807 × 10 17 , these required y 1 , y 2 , y 3 , y 4 exist by iterated application of Theorem 3.4. On the other hand, with the aid of computer, we can pick up the required y 1 , y 2 , y 3 , y 4 in F * q for q ∈ S 17 ∪ {p : p is a prime, p ≡ 1 (mod 16), 6673 ≤ p ≤ 9857}. The interested reader may get a copy of these data from the authors. ✷
Emulating the proofs of Theorems 3.6 and 3.7, we shall establish asymptotic existences of (F p × F q , F p × {0}, p, λ)-DFs for all prime powers p ≡ 1 (mod 4) in Theorem 3.10. First we need to make a general analysis of D h , h ∈ F p . Lemmas 3.8 and 3.9 follow the notation in Lemma 3.5.
Lemma 3.8 For each
Furthermore, D h = D −h and w.l.o.g., D h consists of elements having the following types:
for some y i and y j from (3.3) in Lemma 3.5.
Proof The base block of the first type Paley (F p , p, p − 1)-SDF is of the form (3.2), so its each nonzero difference h is of the form ±(
and D h consists of elements having Types (I)-(IV). Since each h ∈ F * p occurs p − 1 times as differences of the Paley SDF, the size of
(2) Let p ≡ 5 (mod 8).
-If h ∈ C (6) Let p ≡ 1 (mod 4) and T be a representative system for the cosets of {1, −1} in F * p . Any element of Types (I) and (II) must be contained in a unique D h for some h ∈ T (note that the term "element" here is a symbolic expression; for example y 1 − y 2 and y 3 + y 4 are different element but they may have the same value).
Proof The verifications for (1), (5) and (6) 2) and (3.3) , for any h = ±δ i ∈ C (2) Let p be a power of 9, and ξ be a primitive 4th root of unity in If i h = j h for some h ∈ C 2,p 0 , then by Lemma 3.9(4), p must be a power of 9, and then by Lemma 3.9(5), for each h ∈ C 2,p
0 , then y i h and y i h (1 − ξ) are not in the same coset. Thus we can apply Theorem 3.4 and Lemma 3.5 to complete the proof.
If i h = j h for any h ∈ C 2,p 0 , then y i h = y j h for any h ∈ C 2,p 0 . By Lemma 3.9(5), p = 9, so p ≥ 17. Let 1 − ξ ∈ C d,q a for some 0 ≤ a < d. Note that {y i h : h ∈ {δ, δ 2 , . . . , δ d }} = {y j h : h ∈ {δ, δ 2 , . . . , δ d }} = {y 1 , y 2 , . . . , y d }. To apply Theorem 3.4, we need to find a bijection π :
Let α be the permutation of Z d such that α(y i h ) = y j h where y i h , y j h (1 − ξ) ∈ D h and i h = j h . Thus h = δ i h = ±2δ j h . Clearly α is a product of cycles of the same length l that is the multiplicative order of 2 in 10 not only reduces the lower bound on q but also relax the congruence condition on q in some circumstances. Actually, it is easy to see that Q(e, m) < Q(e, m ′ ) for m < m ′ and Q(e, m) < Q(e ′ , m) for e < e ′ .
Applying Theorem 3.10 with λ = (p−1)/4, we have the following theorem, which generalizes the latter part of Theorem 16.72(2) in [4] . Actually the former part of Theorem 16.72(2) can be also obtained by applying the following Theorem 3.15 with λ = (p−1)/2.
Theorem 3.11
There exists an (F p ×F q , F p ×{0}, p, (p−1)/4)-DF for any prime powers p and q with p ≡ q ≡ 1 (mod 4) and q ≥ p. Proof Applying Theorem 3.10 with λ = 2 and p = 17, we get an (F 17 × F q , F 17 × {0}, 17, 2)-DF for all primes q ≡ 1 (mod 8) and q > Q(2, 13) = 2.03024 × 10 9 . For primes q ≡ 1 (mod 8) and q ≤ Q(2, 13), to apply Lemma 3.5, we have checked by computer search that there exist y 1 , y 2 , y 3 , y 4 in F * q such that each D h , h ∈ F 17 , is a 2-transversal for the cosets of C 2,q 0 in F * q . The interested reader may get a copy of these data from the authors. such that {y 1 , y 2 , . . . , y (p−1)/2 } ⊆ F * q and for each h ∈ F p ,
where D h is a λ-transversal for the cosets of C d,q 0 in F * q . Let S be a representative system for the cosets of {1, −1} in C d,q
Proof Apply Lemma 2.1 with n = 1, k = p, d = (p − 1)/2λ and e = (q − 1)/2 to obtain the required (
. ✷ Similar arguments to those in Lemmas 3.8 and 3.9, we have Lemma 3.14 Follow the notation in Lemma 3.13.
( Proof Combine the results of Lemmas 3.13 and 3.14. Then apply Theorem 3.4 as we have done in the proof of Theorem 3.10 to complete the proof. ✷
We remark that when p ∈ {3, 5}, by Theorems 3.10 and 3.15 one may refind the known results on (pq, p, p, 1)-DFs over F p × F q listed in Theorem 16.71 in [4] . 
New 2-designs
Start from the relative difference families in Theorems 3.10 and 3.15. Then apply Proposition 1.1(1) with a trivial 2-(p, p, λ) design. We obtain the following two theorems. Start from the relative difference families in Theorem 3.18. Then apply Proposition 1.1(2) with a trivial 2-(p + 1, p + 1, λ) design. We obtain the following theorem.
Theorem 3.21 Let λ be any divisor of (p + 1)/2 and d = (p + 1)/2λ. There exists a 2-(pq + 1, p + 1, λ) design for any prime powers p and q with p ≡ 3 (mod 4), λ(q − 1) ≡ 0 (mod p + 1) and q > Q(d, p).
Remark 3.22
If p and q are both prime and p = q, then since F p × F q is isomorphic to Z pq , all 2-(pq, p, λ) designs from Theorems 3.19 and 3.20 are cyclic, while all 2-(pq + 1, p + 1, λ) designs from Theorem 3.21 are 1-rotational.
